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BSM around the Weak Scale
• The Higgs hierarchy problem: the Higgs mass is a calculable 

quantity in UV completion

• The existence of dark matter, and its nature as WIMP

• Stringent bounds from LHC and dark matter direct 
detection experiments 

• Colored top partner mass above around TeV

• No WIMP is found
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• In this talk, I demonstrate with models that these scenarios 
could be not yet severely constrained (at least not at the level 
usually expected).



The Paradigm

1) arising from NLSM; 

2) energy-sensitive; 

3) dominating in DM annihilation 

       (if DM is heavy enough)

1) arising from calculable scalar potential; 

2) energy-insensitive; 

3) dominating in direct detection

Interactions of PNGBs:

Higgs and DM are assumed as PNGBs
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A natural resolution is to require the top sector to fully preserve DM shift 

symmetry, instead the leading breaking effects arise from bottom sector, 

dark photon sector, and neutral-naturalness sector

e.g. R. Balkin, M. Ruhdorfer, E. Salvioni, and A. Weiler, 1809.09106;

       A. Ahmed, S. Najjari, and C. B. Verhaaren, 2003.08947
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A proof-of-concept model

The calculable potential

Suppression of portal 
coupling

NDA value when X decouples; 
hard-breaking

when



Parameter Space
NDA value

DM freeze out: ≲ 0.12



Conclusions
• We propose soft-breaking mechanism for DM shift 

symmetry, to evade the stringent bound in direct detection 
experiments.

• We present proof-of-concept model to demonstrate the 
usefulness of this idea.

• The portal coupling can furthermore get “double” 
suppression if Higgs shift symmetry is also softly broken.            

• One-loop DM-nucleon scatterings are important.


